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Abstract
This thesis presents an assessment of the aerodynamic performance of an aircraft
propulsion system, with embedded engines, in the presence of aircraft fuselage bound-
ary layer ingestion (BLI). The emphasis is on defining the role that the turbomachin-
ery (i.e., the fan, in the ultra high bypass engines considered) plays in establishing the
flow benefit due to BLI. A three-dimensional body force approach to fan response to
inlet distortion has been utilized to analyze the flow in the engine ducts. In addition
to providing quantitative information as to the fuel burn benefit from BLI, the body
force approach is also compared with two simpler analyses, one based on the parallel
compressor concept and one based on integral boundary layer methodology.
It is shown that the distortion transfer across the fan, basically attenuation of the
stagnation pressure non-uniformity downstream of the fan compared to that upstream
of the fan plays a major role in determining the impact of boundary layer ingestion
on fuel burn. This, in turn, puts requirements on the fidelity with which one needs
to assess the distortion transfer, and thus the type of models to be used in such
assessment. In terms of qualitative information, the three models are found to give
broadly similar trends for distortion attenuation and for fuel burn benefit. In terms of
quantitative results, the body force analysis shows that for a fan diameter and flight
condition representative of that employed in the Cambridge-MIT Institute "Silent
Aircraft" boundary layer ingestion can provide decreases in fuel burn of up to 3.8
percent.
Thesis Supervisor: Edward Greitzer
Title: H.N. Slater Professor in Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Roman symbols
b span of ingested boundary layer, m
c, specific heat capacity par unit mass at constant pressure, J - kg- 1 K-1
h enthalpy, kg m2 . -3
k recovery of the boundary layer across the fan, non-dimensional
rn mass flow, kg -s-'
p pressure, Pa
s entropy per unit mass, J - kg-1 - K-1
t slope of the fan characteristic, non-dimensional
U velocity, m - s-1
x, y cartesian coordinates, m
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D drag, N
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F propulsive force, N
H shape factor, non-dimensional
H*I energy factor, non-dimensional
H** density factor, non-dimensional
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Hk kinetic shape factor, non-dimensional
L length, m
L/D lift to drag ratio, non-dimensional
KE kinetic energy given to the flow, J
M mach number
P fan power, J -s-1
PSC power saving coefficient, non-dimensional
R wake recovery or universal gas constant, non-dimensional or J kg- 1 K- 1
Reo momentum thickness Reynolds number, non-dimensional
5 rate of entropy, J - K- 2 .- i
T thrust or temperature, N or K
U fan blade tip speed, m - s-1
Us effective wall slip velocity, m -s-1
V velocity, m - s-1
W duct width, m
Greek symbols
a3 fluid outlet angle from the stator, rad
#2 fluid outlet angle from the rotor, rad
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* boundary layer displacement thickness, m
6** boundary layer density thickness, m
77 efficiency, non-dimensional
7c Brayton cycle efficiency, non-dimensional
77KE efficiency for converting shaft power into kinetic power, non-dimensional
y specific heat ratio, non-dimensional
Y dynamic viscosity, Pa -s-
# flow coefficient, non-dimensional
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stage loading factor, non-dimensional
p density, kg/rm3
0 boundary layer momentum thickness, m
0* boundary layer pseudo-energy thickness, m
T temperature ratio or shear stress, non-dimensional or Pa
rW wall shear stress, Pa
H pressure recovery, non-dimensional
Subscripts
0 at station 0 (upstream of the engine), for a velocity V: flight speed,
for a length: relative to the precompression region
1 relative to the inlet
2 relative to the exhaust
00 at station oc (freestream)
avg average
d downstream of the fan
e at station e (exit of the engine)
f at station f (fan / actuator disk), relative to the fan, relative to fuel
i at station i (inlet)
j at station j (jet, Trefftz Plane)
jw relative to the wake at station j
p propulsive
ref reference
t stagnation
th thermal
u upstream of the fan
w relative to the wake that is ingested
A airframe
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B blocked
E at the edge of the boundary layer
N net
Subsubscripts
1 relative to the freestream (high speed flow)
2 relative to the boundary layer (low speed flow)
Superscripts
* without boundary layer ingestion
average
-M mass average
Abbreviations
BLI Boundary Layer Ingestion
BPR Bypass Ratio
BWB Blended Wing Body
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CMI Cambridge - MIT Institute
IBLE Integral Boundary Layers Equations
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
SAI Silent Aircraft Initiative
SFC Specific Fuel Consumption
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Boundary Layer Ingestion
Boundary layer ingestion (BLI) in the context used here means taking fuselage bound-
ary layer fluid through the engine for the purposes of improving fuel efficiency. Bound-
ary layer ingestion occurs in ships and torpedoes and provides this attribute. It has
been investigated for aircraft, especially by Boeing with the Blended Wing Body
(BWB) program. This thesis presents an assessment of BLI in the conceptual design
of the Cambridge - MIT Institute (CMI) "Silent Aircraft" which has the goal of re-
ducing the aircraft noise below the ambient noise of a well-populated area. This thesis
includes a rigorous treatment of the non-uniform flow through the engine; estimating
the distortion transfer across the fan is a critical item in the assessment.
The benefit of boundary layer ingestion comes from re-energizing the aircraft wake,
allowing lower energy waste. This is illustrated using the two idealized situations in
Figure 1-1: no boundary layer ingestion (podded engines) and ideal boundary layer
ingestion (100% of the wake ingested by the engine). With podded engines the flow
entering the engine is at freestream velocity uo. The engine accelerates the flow to a
velocity uj, such that the created momentum excess balances the momentum deficit
21
I
Momentum excess to
balance the momentum
deficit: engine thrust
Podded ----
engines -- Momentum deficit:
airframe drag
BLI U0
Figure 1-1: Benefits of BLI: podded case and 100% BLI.
The momentum excess created by the podded engine is equal to the momentum deficit
of the airframe.
due to the drag of the airframe DA.
Fengine = T(Uj - Uoo) = T(noo - uw) = DA. (1.1)
The rate of mechanical energy, Padded, no BLI, given to the flow by the engine is:
Padded, no BLI = - uo 0 F (uj + U0 ) -
The power required for flight (the useful power) is:
Puseful = DAUoo = rT (un - uo) u"o. (1.3)
Suppose all the boundary layer is ingested and the engine accelerates the wake back
to freestream. The force provided by the engine is:
Fengine = rh(u - uw) = il(uoo - uw) = DA. (1.4)
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(1.2)
The rate of energy given to the flow by the engine, Padded, BLI, is:
Padded, BLI (y - U o -Uw + Uoo) (1.5)
The power required for flight is the same as with podded engines:
Puseful = DAUoo = rh (uj - uW) uoo. (1.6)
Since uj > uw, comparison of equations (1.2) and (1.5) shows,
Padded, no BLI > Padded, BLI- (1.7)
Less power is required to sustain the same drag force on the airframe with boundary
layer ingestion.
The difference in energy input between the two situations occurs because, for a
specific force, less power needs to be added to a flow that enters the engine with
a lower velocity. Consider a flow that enters an engine at velocity u1 and exits at
velocity u 2. The force created by the engine is:
F= 7 (u2 - ui) = mAu. (1.8)
The power put into the flow is:
M _ 2 Ui+ U2 AUP =- (U2 -U) F = F (u1 + . (1.9)
For constant mass flow and constant propulsive force, Au is constant. A decrease in
u1 results in a decrease in power. In other words for lower inlet velocity, i.e. for the
case of ingesting boundary layer fluid, the same propulsive force can be achieved with
1less power
'An analogous result can be derived for constant engine diameter and constant propulsive force
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1.2 Embedded engines vs. podded engines
BLI cannot be achieved with podded engines which are out of the fuselage boundary
layer. It requires embedded engines which are partly buried in the airframe. A
blended-wing-body (BWB) type aircraft, with embedded engines that ingest part of
the boundary layer from the fuselage upper surface, is the configuration used in the
CMI Silent Aircraft Initiative (SAI).
In the SAI design, the engines are embedded in the aft upper part of the fuselage
because of balance requirements 2. The installation offers the opportunity to swallow
a substantial part of the centerbody boundary layer (15% of the bare airframe drag)
and allows for a reduction in wetted area and structural weight because of the dis-
appearance of pylons. In addition the embedded engines produce a thrust line closer
to the centerline, reducing nose-down pitching moment arising with podded engines.
This diminishes "trim problems along with control surface size and power require-
ments" (Campbell et. al. [2]). In terms of noise, embedding provides the ability
to package high bypass ratio engines and liners in the exhaust duct to reduce noise
(Sargent [32]) and shields the engine noise perceived by people on the ground.
Embedding the engines, however, introduces several possible drawbacks. First the
airframe and engine designs become much more coupled. Second, ingesting boundary
layer results in a non-uniform flow in the inlet and at the fan face which may result in
operability issues and a decreased performance of the engine. This non-uniformity is
exacerbated by the curvature of the duct'. The resulting pressure gradients produce
secondary flows and may lead to boundary layer separation. According to Rodriguez
[31], "Inlet flow separation becomes a distinct possibility since the inlet must diffuse
(via an adverse pressure gradient) an already well-developed boundary layer". Dis-
tortion at the fan face may produce additional vibration and noise (Dowling, Hynes
[10]). Distortion may also "cause structural and operational difficulties with the en-
2Embedding them under the fuselage would also require very large landing gears and cause
difficulties with runway clearances (Liebeck [26])
3The curvature is necessary because the flow must be turned so as to follow the airfoil curvature
at the exhaust. Besides, the duct has to be curved to gain wetted area (Sargent [32])
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Table 1.1: Advantages and drawbacks of
Podded engines
different propulsion systems
Embedded engines with BLI
e0
e
Advantages
Drawbacks
" Proven technology
e Captures uniform flow 0
e0
e
* Larger wetted area
" Larger structural weight
(pylons and nacelles)
" Pylon-airframe interfer-
ence
" High thrust line gives
nose-down pitching mo-
ment
BLI -* Fuel burn benefits
Liners and high BPR fans can be
packaged more easily
-+ Noise benefits
Nacelle wetted area savings
Weight savings
Lower thrust line
* Non-uniform flow and S-duct
-+ Possible degradation of in-
let performance (separation, sec-
ondary flows)
" Distortion at the fan face
- vibration, noise?
* Operability issues
" More integrated design neces-
sary
* Unproven technology
gine as well as deteriorate performance" (Lynch, [29]). Last but not least, podded
engines are a proven technology, whereas embedded engines are a new configuration
that involves risk. Table 1.1 summarizes the advantages and drawbacks of embedding
the engines.
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1.3 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is the examination of the impact of ingesting boundary
layer on the fuel burn of a high bypass ratio engine, comparing the performance
of a boundary layer ingesting propulsion system to that of a podded system. The
principal success criteria is obtaining quantitative assessment of the performance of
both systems using models of an appropriate level of fidelity. This level will be defined
later in the thesis.
1.4 Scope of research and thesis overview
The next chapter reviews the available literature, discusses the major issues in dealing
with BLI, explains the approach taken to address them, and gives the rationale behind
the level of models used in this thesis. Chapter 3 describes the results of a simple
approach based on a 1-D parallel compressor model and analyzes the obtained results.
Chapter 4 discusses integral, boundary layer-like, models. The last chapter discusses
3-D fan distortion transfer calculations and provides evaluation of both the impact
on power and the relative capability of the different models.
1.5 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
1. Creation of a conceptual and theoretical framework for modeling boundary layer
ingestion in aircraft design including definition of the key issues in aircraft
performance with BLI;
2. Development of high fidelity models for representing an aircraft with boundary
layer ingesting embedded engines;
3. Quantification of the benefits of BLI.
26
Chapter 2
Research focus
2.1 Previous studies
Studies on BLI have focused mainly on the effect of a wake on propeller performance.
Smith [35] carried out the first study on boundary layer ingestion that the author has
found. He examined an engine that inducts boundary layer air and showed that a 5
to 10% reduction in cruising fuel consumption was achievable. He also discussed the
design, operability and performance of an aircraft with engines that induct boundary
layer air to reduce the "skin friction drag by proper control of the boundary layer".
The concept was to remove boundary layer by suction through slots in the wing
and the fuselage to delay transition of the laminar boundary layer. Smith discusses
the issues associated with the design of slots and ducts that assure the stability of
the boundary layer, the stability and control characteristics of such a configuration,
and the impact of boundary layer ingestion on maximum lift. He then compares
three configurations: a turboprop engine, a turbojet engine, and a turbojet engine
with boundary layer suction. His main results, based on test data (component tests
and German propeller-driven aircraft tests), showed the engines he investigated with
boundary layer suction had better control characteristics, reduced runway length
requirements, increased CL and L/D, increased maximum speed, and reduced fuel
consumption by 32% compared to a turbojet engine propelling the same airframe.
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Lynch [29] carried out a performance analysis of a boundary layer ingesting tur-
bofan. He assumed no change in airframe drag with boundary layer ingestion, and a
one-seventh power boundary layer profile. He also assumed that the boundary layer
is completely mixed at the fan face, and that the net drag is equal to the bare air-
frame drag minus the momentum defect of the ingested boundary layer. Results were
obtained for two different values of inlet losses. There was a 3% reduction in SFC for
the lowest value of inlet losses, no savings for the largest one, and a 6-10% reduction
in maximum effective thrust if only the gas generator ingests boundary layer air.
Betz [1] analyzed a propeller in a wake which ingests all the airframe drag at
ambient static pressure. He showed that the required power is reduced because there
is no energy excess left in the slipstream from the propeller and the engine uses the
energy that is left in the wake.
Douglass [9] carried out a study of an aircraft with BLI. The engine characteris-
tics and Ve/V were kept the same as for the non-ingesting case (Ve is the velocity
increment given by the engine to the flow and V is the flight speed). Compressibility
was neglected, a one-seventh power profile was used for the ingested boundary layer,
and the flow was assumed to enter the engine at ambient static pressure. He found
that boundary layer ingestion is beneficial because it means a reduction in the kinetic
energy of both the wake and the jet. Douglass calculated a maximum improvement
in propulsive efficiency of 28% for torpedoes and 16% for a typical airplane, provided
there are no losses in the inlet. Douglass also assessed the impact of BLI on the
Brayton cycle efficiency 7C for a turbojet or turbofan gas generator. 77c depends on
the overall compression ratio, compression efficiency, turbine efficiency, temperature
ratio and specific heat ratio. BLI impacts the cycle efficiency by modifying the overall
compression ratio and efficiency. Douglass showed that 77c is reduced by 6.1% to 21%
with inlet losses and BLI. The overall efficiency can thus be reduced or improved with
boundary layer ingestion.
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Smith [36] carried out a detailed analysis of an axisymmetric unducted propeller
ingesting a wake using an actuator disk. The conditions were incompressible flow,
no viscous forces or mixing, ambient static pressure at the inlet (in other words, the
body and the propeller are decoupled: the propeller is far behind the body), and the
wake keeps its profile across the propeller.
Smith defined a power saving coefficient as the ratio of the difference between the
propulsive powers without BLI, and with BLI, to the power necessary to propell the
part of the body whose drag is to be ingested, evaluated for no BLI. The comparison
was done at constant propulsor diameter and constant r/KE "which is the efficiency
for converting shaft power into jet axial kinetic energy flux", or propulsive power. He
found that the power saving coefficient is a function of the ratio of boundary layer
displacement thickness to boundary layer thickness 6*/6, the shape factor H, the
energy factor H*, the wake recovery R defined as
V. - V-.R = 1 - ' _" (2.1)
(where Vo is the flight velocity, V the ingested wake veloctity, V the jet velocity, and
Vj, the jet velocity in the wake), the airframe drag coefficient CDA, and the ratio of
ingested drag to airframe drag Dw/DA. His main results are that benefits can be up
to 7% if all the wake is ingested ("wake ingestion ideal case"), that the power savings
are not very sensitive to the wake recovery; and that the power savings are higher for
higher H and are greater for higher thrust loadings.
Rodriguez [31] performed an analysis of unducted and ducted propulsors based
on actuator disk assumptions (Kiichemann and Weber [25]). The flow was assumed
incompressible, at ambient static pressure at the inlet (again this means decoupled
body and engine), and ideally mixed in front of the actuator disk. The velocity at
the actuator disk was assumed to be:
Ufduct = Ufno duct + Au, (2.2)
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where uf is the fan face mixed out velocity. Rodriguez calculated 2.2% increase in
propulsive efficiency for 3.6% ingested drag. The propulsive efficiency was found to
be a function of the velocity increment Au, the ratio of ingested drag to airframe
drag Dw/DA, and the airframe drag coefficient CDA-
The above summary of the exisiting work on BLI shows that there has been no
analysis of the reponse of a fan to BLI and how it affects the performance for a ducted
fan. That is the topic of this thesis.
2.2 Research issues
The following questions must be addressed in developing a useful representation of
the flow:
" how do we decribe the flow of interest?
* what are the characteristics of the flow to capture?
" what should be compared and how?
" what is an appropriate figure of merit?
The remainder of the chapter will focus on answering these questions.
2.3 Flow description
Features of the Silent Aircraft propulsion system are shown in Figure 2-1. Starting
from upstream there is first a "precompression zone" where the flow begins to be
modified by the engine. At the start of this region, there is a boundary layer on the
fuselage and the conditions are different than upstream infinity. This boundary layer
can be characterized by several integral parameters (Drela [11]). The displacement
thickness is defined as:
6
(* = 1 - ) dy, (2.3)
\ PEUE
0
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Precompression zone Boundary layer properties and behaviorin a duct and across a fan
Fan peformance
Non uniform flow at the
inlet: airframe-engine
interaction
Duct curvature
High bypass
Duct losses ratio engine
Figure 2-1: Features of the propulsion system of the Silent Aircraft
where UE and PE are the velocity and density at the edge of the boundary layer,
and 6 is the boundary layer thickness. This represents the flow blockage. Consider a
uniform flow of velocity UE and density PE passing through a duct of width W. The
mass flow is
w
rnuniform = J pu dy = PEUEW. (2.4)
0
Consider now a viscous flow of the same edge velocity UE, and density PE, and of
boundary layer thickness W. The mass flow is:
w w
viscous J pudy = PEUEW - (PEuE - pu) dy = rnuniform - PEUE6  (2.5)
0 0
The difference between the actual (2.5) and uniform (2.4) mass flows is the mass flow
defect PEUE* due to the boundary layer.
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The momentum thickness is defined as:
S=f(i- -) Pu dy. (2.6)
J\ UE/ PEUE
0
PEU2E0 represents the momentum defect of the viscous flow compared to the same
mass flow at uniform velocity. The energy thickness is:
6 2
6* = 1 - - dy. (2.7)
JE \ ) PEUE
PEU3E6* represents the energy defect of the viscous flow compared to the same mass
flow at uniform velocity. The density thickness is defined as:
6
6** = (1 - P)udy. (2.8)
J PE UE
0
PEUE 6 ** represents the mass flow defect of the viscous flow of non-uniform density
compared to a viscous flow of uniform density and same velocity profile.
Non-dimensional parameters describing the boundary layer are the shape factor
6*
H =(2.9)6
the energy factor
6*
H* = -,(2.10)0'
the density factor
H** (2.11)
and the displacement thickness to boundary layer thickness ratio,
-. (2.12)
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In the embedded configuration after the flow enters the inlet, it passes through an
"S-duct". Duct losses associated with inlet curvature are being assessed by Madani
of Cambridge University [301. It is assumed here that the duct can be designed well
enough (or flow control such as vortex generators can be used) so that separation will
not occur and effects of curvature are not considered.
The distortion presented to the fan is a so-called "smile": the bottom part of the
fan face flow has lower stagnation pressure. It is thus a combination of circumferential
and radial distortion. The fan interacts with the distortion, generally producing a dis-
tortion transfer across the fan in which the exit stagnation pressure profile is different
than the inlet profile, and in which an exit stagnation temperature non-uniformity is
typically created.
The bypass ratio (BPR) is large (around 15) for the Silent Aircraft so that most
of the power given to the flow comes from the fan. The core flow is thus not described
in detail, and the thesis concentrates on a ducted fan representation.
2.4 Features to be captured
The features of the propulsion system that need to be captured are:
" boundary layer and inviscid flow properties at the start and end of the precom-
pression zone, i.e. distribution of the flow entering the inlet
" inlet duct and nozzle behavior with non-uniform flow (straight duct)
" losses: entropy rise in intake, fan and exhaust
" boundary layer properties along the duct
" ducted fan performance (power and efficiency) with distortion
" distortion transfer across the fan
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* overall thrust with distortion
A sketch of the ducted fan system showing the different stations is given in Figure
2-2.
" Station oo: freestream.
" Station 0: the engine does not affect the flow upstream of this station. This
is the start of the precompression zone, approximately two inlet diameters up-
stream of the inlet.
" Station i: inlet lip highlight plane.
" Station f: propulsor / fan. When needed, station u is the inlet of the fan and
station d is the exit of the fan.
" Station e: exit of the engine (nozzle).
" Station j: Trefftz Plane where the engine flow is at ambient static pressure. For
subsonic flow, stations e and j are the same.
----------------------
Figure 2-2: Schematic of a ducted fan showing station nomenclature
The red dashed flow between station e and j represents the subsonic case where the
exit static pressure is the freestream static pressure. The blue dotted - dashed flow
represents the choked or supersonic case where the nozzle is choked and the flow
expands to ambient static pressure.
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2.5 Control volumes for BLI assessment
In the podded case, the definition of an appropriate control volume for the study of
the engines is clear because the engines and airframe are separate. Following Hill
and Peterson [21], a control volume can be defined as including the flow that goes
through and around the engine from freestream to the "Trefftz Plane", the plane
downstream of the aircraft where the flow has returned to freestream static pressure.
This control volume is sketched in Figure 2-3. The flow at the upper and lower
Freestream Trefftz-Plane
--------------------------------------
, .u. -
Figure 2-3: Control volume for a podded engine
boundaries of this control volume is considered as being far enough to be undisturbed
by the airframe and the engine. The flow that does not go through the engine is
at freestream conditions at the boundaries of the control volume and its momentum
cancels out of the overall momentum equation. The propulsive force created by the
engines is, neglecting the fuel mass flow,
T = rh(u - u,), (2.13)
where rh is the engine mass flow and uj is the jet velocity at the Trefftz Plane'. This
propulsive force balances the bare airframe drag (if nacelle drag is neglected):
DA = J p(uO - uw)uw dA. (2.14)
'The definition does not include a pressure force for a choked nozzle as in Hill and Peterson [21]
because the velocity is estimated at the Trefftz Plane and not at the nozzle exit
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For an embedded engine it is not possible to separate the airframe and engine
influence on the flow. The force on a control volume including the flow from the start
of the precompression zone to the Trefftz Plane, as sketched in Figure 2-4, is not only
the engine propulsive force but also the pressure forces that come from the airframe
curvature, referred to as the "potential field effect" by Smith [36]. Further, the flow
that does not go through the engine is not at freestream conditions at the control
volume boundaries and its actual momentum needs to be accounted for.
Start of
Precompression Zone Treffiz-Plane
r--------------------- i
Boundary layer:
00, Ho U
..............
Figure 2-4: Inner control volume for an embedded engine
This problem has been addressed through the integrated control volume shown
in Figure 2-5, where the flow that does not go through the engine is at freestream
conditions at the control volume boundaries.
The thrust and drag need to be defined in a manner appropriate for the integrated
control volume, because the force on the engine flow is partly due to the airframe.
The flow that has been accelerated through the engine has a momentum excess (over
the freestream momentum) at the Trefftz Plane. For the purpose of this study, this
momentum excess at the Trefftz Plane will be called "net thrust". With the notations
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Freestream Treffiz-Plane
I- ..................... 
....... ...
Figure 2-5: Outer control volume for an embedded engine
of Figure 2-5, the net thrust is:
TN = J p(uj - uoo)uj dA. (2.15)
engine flow
The "net drag" is the remainder of the momentum deficit at the Trefftz Plane,
i.e. the bare airframe drag DA plus the nacelle drag Dnaceae minus the ingested drag
D,,:
DN = DA + Dnaceuie - Dw. (2.16)
The ingested boundary layer flow contributes to the net thrust because it is ac-
celerated by the engine. This boundary layer would have contributed to the bare
airframe drag if it were not ingested by the engine. Neglecting the friction that would
occur downstream of the start of the precompression zone, the ingested drag D" can
be calculated using a modified von Karman equation (Drela [14]):
/ Havg
Dw = pu2 b ) (2.17)
Uoo
In equation (2.17), b is the span of ingested boundary layer, u, is the freestream
velocity, Hay9 is the average value of the shape factor between the start of the pre-
compression zone and the downstream wake, and all other quantities are calculated
at the start of the precompression zone.
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The momentum excess at the Trefftz Plane must balance the momentum deficit
giving
TN = DA + Dnaceae - Dw. (2.18)
The net drag, net thrust, ingested drag and bare airframe drag are shown in Figure
2-6. The main point is that the net thrust is neither constant with BLI nor equal to
(a)
DA
(b)
ncelle
DW TDA-DW
Figure 2-6: Drag and thrust definitions for an aircraft with embedded engines and
BLI, adapted from Drela [14]
(a) bare airframe
(b) aircraft with embedded engines and BLI
the propulsive force provided by the engine2 . It depends on the amount of ingested
boundary layer and on the modifications of airframe drag associated with BLI. The
utility of the net thrust comes from the fact that it can be linked with the airframe
drag, the ingested drag, the freestream conditions and the engine flow properties at
the start of the precompression zone and at the Trefftz Plane.
2.6 Comparison of podded and embedded engines
Once the features of the flow to be captured and the control volumes to be used have
been defined, the method of comparison of podded and embedded engines needs to
2The propulsive force provided by the engine is equal to the sum of the bare airframe drag and
nacelle drag and does not change with BLI
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be determined. The baseline case is an airframe with podded engines and no BLI,
and the comparison is for the same airframe with embedded engines. Since the net
thrust changes with BLI, the comparison will be done at constant airframe drag rather
than constant net thrust. The nacelle drag will be considered as constant and will
be included in the term DA from now on. Comparisons will be done for the same
freestream conditions (Mach number, altitude), at top of climb, and with the same
fan diameter for podded and embedded engines. The air is considered as a perfect
gas with constant specific heats.
2.7 Figure of merit
The objective of this study is to compare the fuel burn rhf of a boundary layer
ingesting propulsion system to that of a podded one. The fuel burn is linked to the
thrust power by the following steps:
o Some fraction, r/combustion (almost unity), of chemical energy is transformed into
thermal energy in the combustor.
o Some fraction, r/th, of thermal energy is converted into mechanical energy (work).
o Some fraction, r/,, of the mechanical energy of the flow is used to provide thrust
power.
For a high bypass ratio engine, most of the mechanical power is provided by the fan.
Figure 2-7 illustrates this process and defines the efficiencies associated with each
energy transformation.
Conventional figures of merit are propulsive efficiency and specific fuel consump-
tion defined as follows (Cumpsty [5]):
Power to aircraft TNUoo
=7 Power to jet nieAKE (2.19)
SFC = Fuel burn - f (2.20)Net thrust TN
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Figure 2-7: Process for the transformation of fuel burn into thrust power by the
engine
Tth is the thermal efficiency.
Tmechanical is the mechanical efficiency.
y, is the propulsive efficiency.
However, the net thrust TN decreases with boundary layer ingestion. A decrease in
77 or an increase in SFC will therefore not necessarily mean that there is an increase
in fuel burn.
A better definition of propulsive efficiency is the ratio of useful power to the
mechanical power as explained in Appendix A.
Useful power DAUOc
TIP . (2.21)Mechanical power meAKE(
Using this definition of the propulsive efficiency as a figure of merit is also misleading
because y, can be above one, so it does not measure how much energy is lost. As a
result, a different metric is used here.
The thermal efficiency of the core engine is considered not to change with boundary
layer ingestion, so fuel burn changes are directly linked with the changes in the power
absorbed by the fan. A normalized fan power thus seems a more appropriate measure
for assessing an engine's performance. To compare both propulsion systems, a power
saving coefficient will be defined as follows.
P*- P
PSC = . (2.22)P*
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In equation (2.22), P* is the fan power for podded engines, and P is the fan power
with BLI for the same airframe drag, flight conditions, and fan diameter. The power
saving coefficient is the figure of merit in this study.
2.8 Hierarchy of possible models
Different models can be developed to capture the flow characteristics that were de-
scribed in Section 2.3. The simplest approach is to assume the flow is fully mixed
before the engine (Rodriguez [31]) although this does not address any of the actual
performance issues related to fan effect on inlet non-uniformity. The next level of
modeling is a 1-D parallel compressor model, where the boundary layer is replaced
by a stream of uniform properties. To account for non-mixing and losses, an integral
boundary layer model can be used, based on the integral boundary layer equations
(Drela [13]). The highest level of fidelity is 3-D calculations for viscous or inviscid
flow through a straight or curved duct. In this thesis, the 3-D inviscid calculations
for a straight duct are carried out using a body force code developed by Gong [18].
The different models are presented in Table 2.1. Those in italics were not imple-
mented, but the others will be discussed in the subsequent chapters. (Rodriguez's
model was described in Section 2.1.)
Table 2.1: Hierarchy of possible models for BLI
O-D Mixed flow (Rodriguez) Incomp. Inviscid
1-D Parallel compressor Incomp. Inviscid
1-D Parallel compressor Comp. Inviscid
2-D Boundary layer-like description (straight duct) Comp. Viscous
2-D Curved duct Comp. Viscous
3-D Straight duct Comp. Inviscid
3-D Straight duct Comp. Viscous
3-D Curved duct Comp. Viscous
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2.9 Summary of the approach
The performance of an embedded engine with BLI will be estimated for a fan in a
straight duct. The features of the flow that are included are the interaction of the
airframe and the engine, boundary layer behavior in a duct, fan distortion transfer,
fan performance, and duct losses. New definitions of thrust and drag have been
developed. The performance of the embedded engine, represented through the power
saving coefficient, will be compared to that of a podded engine for the same airframe
drag, flight conditions and fan diameter.
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Chapter 3
A parallel compressor treatment of
BLI
A parallel compressor analysis of a ducted propulsor ingesting two uniform streams of
different properties is described. The features captured in the analysis developed are
non-complete mixing of the low stagnation pressure region and the freestream, influ-
ence of fan characteristics, effect of area changes on non-uniformities, and compression
ahead of the duct.
3.1 Principle of the parallel compressor treatment
Parallel compressor models have been widely used to model compressor response to
inlet distortion [4, 19, 28]. The concept is to represent a circumferential distortion by
two uniform streams of different stagnation pressures, assuming no mixing between
the two streams. The static pressure at the exit of the compressor can be considered
as uniform across the duct if the exhaust duct is straight, of constant area, if the leav-
ing (absolute) flow angle is uniform, and if the flow can be considered two-dimensional
(Longley and Greitzer [28]). Each of the streams is assumed to operate at one point
of the compressor map. The two local operating points are set by the downstream
pressure, the mean flow and the stagnation pressure defect.
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The parallel compressor model can
be simply illustrated for incompressible
flow. The compressor map can be repre-
sented as in Figure 3-1. The x-axis rep-
resents the flow coefficient.
U (3.1)
In equation (3.1), u is the velocity at the
fan face and U is the fan tip speed. The
y-axis represents the stage loading coef-
ficient.
Ap,
,opU2
U
U
Figure 3-1: Incompressible com-
pressor map
Ap.
pU
2 (3.2)
The axial velocity is constant across the compressor so Apt and Ap are the same.
The negative slope of the curve means there is a higher pressure rise across the
compressor in the low velocity stream than in the high velocity stream. To achieve
a uniform fan exit static pressure, the static pressure of the low speed stream at the
compressor face must therefore be lower than that of the high velocity stream. This
means the low velocity flow is accelerated upstream of the fan, with streamline curva-
ture as sketched in Figure 3-2, so the non-uniformity is reduced. This characteristic
of a compressor is described by Smith [36] as the "ability of a propulsor to add more
energy to the low velocity parts of a wake and thus recover the flow to a more uniform
state".
Figure 3-3 shows a parallel compressor graphical solution of compressor subjected
to inlet distortion. The two operating points on the compressor map are seen. $rs
represents the exit static pressure minus inlet total pressure. @ss is the exit static
pressure minus the inlet static pressure. The figure also illustrates the loss in mean
pressure rise due to inlet distortion.
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Upstream influence
of the fan
Figure 3-2: Sketch of a parallel compressor with streamline curvature ahead of the
fan
(a)
High Total
Pressure
Annular Cross-Section
Showing 1800 Distortion
(b)
Low AV Lossin PressureRise
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pU2j T
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Operating Points
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pU2
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Figure 3-3: Parallel compressor model for a flow with circumferential distortion, taken
from Longley and Greitzer [28]
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3.2 Application to a ducted fan with boundary
layer ingestion
The flow is assumed incompressible (constant and uniform density p) and inviscid
throughout Section 3.2.
3.2.1 Non-dimensional parameters
Three groups of independent non-dimensional parameters characterize the problem.
" Aircraft parameters: aircraft drag coefficient CDA = DA/jpu2 Af, aircraft and
fan tip velocity ratio u./U.
" Flow properties at the start of the precompression zone: local to freestream
velocity ratio uo/un, boundary layer shape factor HO, ingested drag DW/DA
(or boundary layer momentum thickness)1 .
* Duct geometry: exhaust area ratio Ae/Af.
The power saving coefficient is a function of all these independent parameters, which
are assumed known from airframe calculations and preliminary engine design 2 . To
make use of the parallel compressor model, the boundary layer is replaced by a uniform
stream of velocity U0 2 and area A0 2 at the start of the precompression zone. The two
boundary layer related non-dimensional parameters, Ho and D/DA, are therefore
replaced by U02/uo and A 02/A 1 .
3.2.2 Power for uniform flow (podded engines)
We consider an aircraft with podded engines as a baseline. To calculate the power to
propel an aircraft with podded engines, one must determine the pressure rise across
the fan and the mass flow (for uniform flow) in a ducted fan that achieves a given exit
'The parameter 6*/6 is not used because the actual profile of the boundary layer is not of interest
here. What matters is the momentum deficit and the blockage
2The parameters used in Section 3.2 are those of the first version of the Silent Aircraft's engine,
GRANTA 252-R
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momentum flux. A ducted fan is shown as constant area with a converging nozzle in
Figure 3-4.
A,
P.
U"
----- ---------------------------- u
Figure 3-4: Schematic of a straight ducted fan with uniform flow
Continuity for the engine flow yields:
uOAOO = uf Af = ueAe. (3.3)
Bernoulli's equation can be applied to the incompressible and inviscid stream up-
stream and downstream of the fan:
1 1
p + 2 U = pu + puf,
Pd + PU = p0 + 12
(3.4)
(3.5)
The fan is assumed ideal here (neither losses nor deviation), so the compressor pres-
sure rise is a straight line of slope t:
Pd Pu=1 t U.
pU 2 U
(3.6)
The parameter t is related to the fluid outlet angles 32 (from the rotor) and a3 (from
the stator).
t = tan a3 + tan #2. (3.7)
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According to Horlock [22], the outlet angles, and thus t, "will vary little with changing
inlet angles up to the stalling point of the cascades" and t will therefore be considered
as constant.
Applying conservation of momentum and equating the net thrust to the airframe
drag yields:
TN = PUeAe(Ue - Uoo) = DA. (3.8)
Solution of equations (3.3)-(3.8) gives the mass flow and the fan pressure rise for
a podded ducted fan propelling an airframe of drag DA. The fan power is equal to:
P = P
P
3.2.3 Power for non-uniform flow (embedded engines with
BLI)
The power for an engine with BLI and the power saving coefficient are now calculated.
With boundary layer ingestion, the flow is no longer uniform. The nomenclature used
in the description of the flow is indicated in Figure 3-5.
(3.9)
U01
P. PO
0
At
Pa uniform
Figure 3-5: Schematic of a straight ducted fan with non-uniform flow
The characteristics uo2 and A02 of the stream representing the boundary layer are
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0
determined to match the boundary layer shape factor,
Ho , L(3.10)00 U02
and to match the ingested drag expressed in equation (2.17), which is proportional
to the momentum thickness 0. Ha9 is taken to be (Ho + 1.0)/2, 1.0 being the shape
factor in the far wake.
De um Hay9  / o 00 = - U = 1 U 0 2  0 Ao2 (3.11)
Thus 6 is also matched3 .
Continuity can be applied between the single stream at station 00 and the two
streams at station 0; for stream 1 and stream 2 between station 0 and station f; and
for stream 1 and stream 2 between station f and station e. Bernoulli's equation can
be applied between station oc and station 0 for the freestream; between station 0 and
station f for both streams; and between station f and station e for both streams.
The pressure rise across the fan for each stream is determined as for the uniform flow
situation:
PdPu= 1 - tUf-. (3.12)
pU 2  U
Pd Pu2 1 - t f 2  (3.13)
pU 2  U
The net thrust is equal to the change in momentum flux of the engine flow. It is also
equal to the airframe drag minus the ingested drag as given in Section 2.5:
TN = DA - D, = puf 1(Af - Af 2 )(Uei - uo) + puf2 Aj' 2 (Ue2 - uo). (3.14)
Solving the system of equations (3.12) to (3.14) and the continuity and Bernoulli's
3Note that other choices are possible. For example, the kinetic energy thickness or the energy
factor could be matched. P* and H were chosen because they represent the mass flow defect and
the state of the boundary layer
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equations, the fan power is calculated in equation (3.15).
P = pu5( A - A -2) Pu + puf2Af 2 Pd - Pu2
p p
(3.15)
3.2.4 Results
Power saving coefficient
The first result concerns the power saving coefficient (PSC) which is shown as a func-
tion of ingested drag in Figure 3-6. All the other independent parameters presented
in Section 3.2.1 are kept constant. The slope of the fan characteristic varies with
D,/DA, because it is defined by the thrust requirement. In Figure 3-6 the PSC is
positive, which means that less power is needed with BLI than without it. The plot
shows a monotonic variation of the PSC indicating that the more boundary layer
ingested, the better the performance.
0.
a_,
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DW DA (% 20
Figure 3-6: Power saving coefficient
ducted fan with BLI
vs. ingested drag for incompressible flow in a
Calculations were done for different values of u,/U, keeping uo/u. and Uo2/uo
the same. The results are shown in Figure 3-7. They show an increase in the power
saving coefficient with an increase of um/U (or for constant flight speed, a decrease
in fan tip speed). The trend of the power saving coefficient, however, remains the
same.
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Figure 3-7: Evolution of the power saving coeffficient vs. ingested drag for different
flight speed to blade tip speed ratios
Propulsive efficiency
As stated in Section 2.7, there is an ambiguity in using propulsive efficiency, defined
as power to aircraft and power to jet ratio as in equation (2.19), as a figure of merit
because a decrease in propulsive efficiency may not necessarily mean an increase in
fuel burn,
Power to aircraft TNUo
rl, = =.(2.19)Power to jet TheAKE(
To illustrate this point, the propulsive efficiency r, is plotted as a function of ingested
drag in Figure 3-8. The propulsive efficiency decreases with ingested drag, although
it was just shown that BLI results in power savings. This result occurs because there
is a more rapid decrease in net thrust than in fan power.
A more appropriate definition of propulsive efficiency is the ratio of useful power
to power to jet as explained in Appendix A:
Useful power DAUoo
Power to jet -heAKE
The propulsive efficiency defined in equation (2.21), plotted in Figure 3-9, increases
with increasing BLI.
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Figure 3-8: Propulsive efficiency Figure 3-9: Propulsive efficiency
TNuoo/rheAKE vs. ingested drag for DAUo/rheAKE vs. ingested drag for
incompressible flow in a ducted fan incompressible flow in a ducted fan
with BLI with BLI
Mass flow
Another interesting result is the evolution of the normalized mass flow rh/puooAf.
This quantity decreases with boundary layer ingestion, which means that at constant
fan diameter the physical mass flow decreases. The reason can be seen by considering
the square wake presented in Chapter 1. For the embedded engine with BLI, the net
thrust is:
TN = PUeAe(Ue - Uoo) (3.16)
At constant exit diameter, the change in net thrust is related to the change in exit
velocity by:
dTN = pAe(2Ue - uo) dUe (3.17)
Since the net thrust decreases with BLI and since Ue uno, ue, and thus the mass
flow decreases with increasing BLI.
3.3 Effects of compressibility
Compressibility is now considered, keeping the assumption of inviscid flow. To ac-
count for the changes in area between the rotor face and the stator exit, the fan exit
area Ad is now taken as different from the fan face area Af.
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3.3.1 Non-dimensional parameters
The non-dimensional parameters governing the compressible problem can be divided
into four groups:
" Aircraft parameters: aircraft drag coefficient CDA = DA/jPonuAf, aircraft
Mach number Mo.
" Flow properties at the start of the precompression zone: local Mach number
Mo, boundary layer shape factor HO, boundary layer energy factor HO*, ingested
drag (or boundary layer momentum thickness) Dw/DA.
" Duct geometry: fan exit to fan face area ratio Ad/Af.
" Fan parameters: fan characteristic (pressure ratio and efficiency as a function
of corrected mass flow).
The power saving coefficient is a function of all these independent parameters, which
are known from airframe calculations and from preliminary engine design4 . In contrast
to the incompressible problem, the exhaust area is set by choking conditions at the
nozzle, so it cannot be chosen independently. For the compressible parallel compressor
model, the boundary layer is replaced by a uniform stream of Mach number M0 2,
stagnation pressure Pt02, and area A0 2 at the start of the precompression zone. The
three boundary layer related non-dimensional parameters HO, HO, and DW/DA are
therefore replaced by M0 2, Pto2/Po and A0 2 /A 1 .
3.3.2 Calculation of flow and fan power for non-uniform flow
The calculation procedure is based on a compound-compressible flow analysis (Gre-
itzer et. al. [20])5. At station 0, the boundary layer is replaced by a uniform stream
of Mach number MO2 , stagnation pressure Pt02, and area A0 2 . These quantities are
4 The parameters used in Section 3.3 are those of the first version of the Silent Aircraft's engine,
GRANTA 252-R
5Note that in [20], the static pressure is assumed uniform across the duct, which is not the case
at the fan face in this problem
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determined to match the shape factor, the ingested drag, and the mass average stag-
nation pressure of the flow. This average is calculated by assuming a Coles profile
[13] for the boundary layer and uniform static pressure (see Appendix B for more
details on the Coles profile.)
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Figure 3-10: Schematic of a straight ducted fan with non-uniform compressible flow
and a choked nozzle
To calculate the flow from station 0 to j (as shown in Figure 3-10), one can start
with an initial guess of the mass flow ?ii of the high stagnation pressure stream.
There is no mixing between the two flows, rh1 and 112 remain constant in the entire
duct, and the stagnation pressure does not change in each stream from station 0 to
station u (fan face). The stagnation temperature is taken as uniform upstream of the
fan. Thus, pt and T are known at station 0 and u. They can be calculated at the
fan exit from the fan equations. The pressure ratio across the fan is a function of the
corrected mass flow at the fan face:
(Ptk)f an exit (rnk VTtk/Tref f
HI f for each stream. (3.18)
(Ptk )j'an face Ptk /Pref Ifnfc
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The efficiency of the fan is also a function of the corrected mass flow at the fan face:
k = f for each stream. (3.19)
Ptk 1ref ) fan face
The temperature ratio can be calculated from the definition of isentropic efficiency:
(Ttk)f an exit ,-'/y - 1
Tk - (Ttk fan eace + k for each stream. (3.20)(Ttkf an face rik
The stagnation pressures pt, and Pt2 , and the stagnation temperatures Ttl and Tt2 are
now known at the fan exit. They are constant from station d (fan exit) to station j.
Thus, pt and T are known at every station for each stream.
At each station, the corrected flow per unit area can be expressed as a function
of Mach number for each stream:
'Y+1
nk RTtk = Mk 1 + Mj . (3.21)
PtkAkV/fY
Three other equations are applicable:
Ptk 1 + ) M for both streams, (3.22)
Pk 2 M
A = A1 + A 2. (3.23)
At the fan exit, the static pressure is uniform across the duct, and the previous
five equations (3.21) - (3.23) can be solved for pi = P2, A1 , A 2 , M 1 and M 2. Likewise,
at station j, the static pressure is uniform and equal to po,. Equation (3.22) for each
stream at station j yields M1 and M 2 at the jet. Applying equation (3.21) gives A1
and A 2 at the jet. The velocity can then be determined from the Mach number and
the stagnation temperature, and finally the jet momentum flux and net thrust can be
calculated. The mass flow can then be iterated to achieve the required momentum
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flux. The fan power is:
P = ri 1c, (Ttd - T + m 2Cp (Ttd 2 - T . (3.24)
For uniform flow, the same equations apply for only one stream.
3.3.3 Results
Power saving coefficient
Figure 3-11 presents the power saving coefficient for compressible flow through an
ideal fan. The Mach number at the start of the precompression zone is M = 0.94
(Freuler [17]). The results have the same trends as those of the incompressible model
which are also shown. The power savings are positive for BLI, and they increase
with ingested drag. However, the savings are lower than those obtained with the
incompressible model.
1
400
morrected
800
Figure 3-11: Power saving coefficient
vs. ingested drag for compressible flow
in a ducted fan with BLI
Figure 3-12: Operating points on the
fan compressor map for different values
of D./DA
The x-axis is the corrected mass flow
correded = m Pt/Pref . The y-axis is
the pressure ratio H.
The fan characteristic and the two local operating points are shown for different
levels of Dw/DA in Figure 3-12. The ideal fan characteristic used is an approximation
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of the generic fan characteristic used for the initial designs of the Silent Aircraft's
engine.
Results for a non-ideal fan were also obtained. The efficiency (a parabola) and the
non-ideal fan characteristic are shown in Figures 3-13 and 3-14. The power saving
0.99[
09 400 600
mcorrected
800 1000
600
mcorrected
Figure 3-13: Efficiency vs. corrected
mass flow rhcorreced = m Ptref
P* Pref
Figure 3-14: Compressor map for ideal
and non-ideal fans
The x-axis is the corrected mass flow
7ncorrected = r ,,/,,,, . The y-axis is
the pressure ratio H.
coefficient obtained for this fan characteristic is shown in Figure 3-15. It is slightly
lower than that obtained for the ideal fan, but the trend remains the same.
3.4 Conclusions on the parallel compressor models
The parallel compressor models are simplistic but they are useful for several reasons.
They show there are power savings with boundary layer ingestion, and that these
increase with BLI. The general trend implies that the engine installation should be
such that it ingests as much boundary layer as possible at the trailing edge. It is
therefore better to have a higher number of engines of smaller diameter spread out
on the fuselage surface. In the next chapter, the effect of the assumptions made are
examined.
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Figure 3-15: Power saving coefficient vs. ingested drag for compressible flow in a
ducted non-ideal fan with BLI
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Chapter 4
An integral boundary layer
description of a ducted fan with
BLI
The model presented in this chapter is based on integral boundary layer equations
(Drela [13]), which are used to calculate the boundary layer integral properties and
the inviscid core flow properties at any point in the duct. The approach accounts for
non-complete mixing (and estimates for the rate of mixing), boundary layer behavior
in a duct, fan characteristics, and inlet and exhaust losses.
The integral boundary layer equations (IBLE), derived in Appendix C, are a set
of three equations representing continuity and conservation of momentum for the
fluid in the boundary layer, and continuity for the entire flow. They have been used
extensively by Drela [11, 12, 13] to quantify viscous - inviscid interaction in 2-D ducts.
If the stagnation pressure, the stagnation temperature, the initial conditions (uo, 00,
and O), and the area variation versus x are known, the solution of the IBLE gives
the momentum thickness 6, the displacement thickness * and the inviscid velocity u
at any location x in the duct. The assumptions in the equations are:
. The flow can be represented by a boundary layer and an inviscid stream of
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uniform properties at any duct location.
" The static pressure is uniform across the duct.
" Only integral descriptions of the boundary layer are needed, because only the
fan pressure rise and the momentum flux at the exit are required to calculate
the thrust and the power.
4.1 Application to a ducted fan with BLI
The flow is assumed compressible and the boundary layers turbulent1 throughout
Chapter 4.
4.1.1 Flow domain and non-dimensional parameters
The flow domain and the nomenclature used are shown in Figure 4-1. There is a core
o0
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4 ) 4
Figure 4-1: Schematic of a straight ducted fan with non-uniform compressible flow
stream of uniform velocity that will be referred to as "inviscid" stream in Chapter 4.
The flow can be viewed as having two boundary layers of different thicknesses. One
'According to Drela [15], this should be the case for the boundary layer ingested by the Silent
Aircraft's engines and the boundary layer which develops in the duct
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boundary layer starts at the beginning of the inlet duct. The other is the boundary
layer ingested from the fuselage. The first is referred to as the "thin" boundary layer
and the second as the "thick" boundary layer throughout Chapter 4.
The independent non-dimensional parameters can be divided into four groups as
for the parallel compressor models:
* Aircraft parameters: aircraft drag coefficient CDA = DAI!pooun Af, aircraft
Mach number Moe.
" Flow properties at the start of the precompression zone: local Mach number Mo,
boundary layer shape factor HO, ingested drag (or boundary layer momentum
thickness) DW/DA.
* Duct geometry: inlet area ratio Ai/A 1 , fan exit to fan face area ratio Ad/Af,
precompression length to fan face diameter ratio Lo/Df, inlet length to fan face
diameter ratio Li/Df, exhaust length to fan face diameter ratio L2/Df.
" Fan parameters: fan characteristic given by the pressure ratio and the efficiency
as a function of corrected mass flow.
There are more non-dimensional parameters than for the parallel compressor model
(Section 3.3.1) because of viscous effects: LO, L 1, L 2 and Ai are now important.
The power saving coefficient is a function of all these independent parameters2.
4.1.2 Modeling issues
The approach in modeling the ducted fan with BLI using the IBLE is not straight-
forward and a number of issues appear.
Boundary layers
The first issue arises in modeling the boundary layers. The model implemented here is
quasi-two-dimensional, implying that both boundary layers will have the same lateral
2 The parameters used in Chapter 4 are those of the first version of the Silent Aircraft's engine,
GRANTA 252-R
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PT/PT,=0.988 contour PT/PT.,= 1 cortour
Fan
PTF
(a)
(b)
Figure 4-2: Stagnation pressure profile at the fan face for an inlet with boundary
layer ingestion, taken from Freuler [17]
(a) Center section and (b) fan face stagnation pressure pt/pt., contours (interval:
0.01) for inlet v1.1
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extent. In reality, the lateral extent of the "thin" boundary layer is larger than that
of the "thick" one, as shown in Figure 4-2, which portrays the distortion at the fan
face for an initial inlet design of the Silent Aircraft.
Precompression zone
A second modeling issue arises in describing the behavior of the flow from station 0
to station i in Figure 4-1. There is a deceleration between these stations. The length
over which this occurs and the distribution of the pressure in this region is not known
a priori and cannot be found from a one-dimensional analysis. The approach here is
to assume exponential decay, with a length scale of two inlet heights.
Fan - boundary layer interaction
A third modeling issue arises in modeling the interaction of the compressor with
the flow non-uniformity, or distortion, i.e., the "distortion transfer" from upstream
to downstream. The IBLE are based on the assumption of uniform static pressure
across the duct, in other words they assume no streamline curvature. In reality, there
will be an upstream (and downstream) non-uniform static pressure field due to the
non-uniform flow into the fan. The distance over which this streamline curvature
occurs is of the order of the non-uniformity length scales. The static pressure field
can change the thickness of the boundary layer. The distance over which the change
occurs is small compared with the boundary layer development length so there is lit-
tle effect on the overall entropy rise in the duct. However, to estimate the boundary
layer properties downstream of the fan, the change in boundary layer thicknesses (or
shape factor) across the fan needs to be known.
A number of approaches using integral methods have been applied to the com-
putation of rotor (and compressor) casing boundary layers. Correlations and three-
dimensional computations are the two approaches that appear to be used in industry.
As described by Cumpsty [23], the tip clearance and the operating point of the fan
3 This phenomenon is similar to a shear flow passing through a screen (Greitzer et. al. [20])
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appear to be the major influences on the downstream boundary layer displacement
thickness. However no general rule is shown by Cumpsty to calculate the downstream
properties of the boundary layer, and the data are for boundary layers much thinner
than the ones that are encountered with BLI. Cumpsty's results cannot thus be ex-
pected to apply.
A useful approach to estimating this effect for boundary layers has been put for-
ward by Drela [12] in the context of flow through a duct with a heat exchanger,
modeled as an actuator disk. He used exponential decay of the pressure difference
between the freestream pi and the wall P2, over a distance based on the boundary
layer thickness. A conceptual picture of the streamlines and pressure field of the
boundary layer entering and leaving the heat exchanger is shown in Figure 4-3. The
pressure field due to the heat exchanger was reflected in an extra term in the integral
momentum equation and the scheme worked well. For a fan, however, this approach,
and the identification of the appropriate wall pressure and length scales are more
difficult to apply.
V, V2
p ... p
Figure 4-3: Pressure field contours and streamlines for a boundary layer approaching
a heat exchanger, taken from Drela [12]
The approach in this thesis is to describe the boundary layer change across the
fan parametrically. The downstream displacement and momentum thicknesses of the
boundary layer normalized by the exit fan area Ad are given by k times the upstream
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thicknesses normalized by the fan face area A5:
6*6*
-d k 6U(4.1)
Ad A5'
= k "6 (4.2)
Ad Af
The shape factor is assumed to remain the same across the fan. The parameter k is
varied from 0.5 to 2.
This study is similar to the approach of Smith [36], who defined a recovery factor
R as:
V.-V
R =1- 3 '3. (2.1)
V - Vw
He assumed the recovery factor was the same for all streamlines. Integrating equation
(2.1) over the boundary layer thickness leads for incompressible flow,
Vo; = (1 - R)V 0 *. (4.3)
Changing the constant k defined in equations (4.1) and (4.2) is thus similar to chang-
ing R as Smith did.
Fan pressure rise
The next issue concerns the calculation of the pressure rise. The fan will be assumed
ideal, lossless, and with no deviation, e.g. the flow follows the blade metal angle. The
stagnation pressure rise can only be calculated on an overall basis, i.e. based on the
corrected flow. However, the pressure rise cannot be imposed in the boundary layer,
since the downstream properties of the boundary layer depend on the edge velocity
and stagnation properties. The assumption made here is to calculate the pressure
and temperature rise in the inviscid part of the flow based on the corrected mass flow
for this stream, and to let the pressure rise in the boundary layer come out of the
calculation. The static pressure downstream of the fan is calculated from the inviscid
flow characteristics.
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4.1.3 Power for non-uniform flow
The power for a ducted fan with BLI is now calculated using the assumptions de-
scribed above. At station 0 the Mach number MO of the inviscid flow is known and the
stagnation pressure and temperature are assumed at freestream values. The shape
factor HO and the ingested drag D, are known. Equations (4.4) and (4.5) give 5* and
Go.
00 = Dw U00 (Ho+1)/2
6* = Ho0 0 . (4.5)
To calculate the flow from station 0 to station j, one starts with an initial guess
of the mass flow h which leads A0 . The IBLE are applied from station 0 to station i
(precompression region), assuming an exponential area variation from AO to Ai and a
length LO of two inlet heights, and give 6', O, ui. Assuming no change in stagnation
pressure and temperature in the inviscid flow, the Mach number, static pressure and
temperature can be calculated at station i. Two equations are added to the IBLE
from station i to station u (inlet duct) to account for the "thin" boundary layer
developing on the upper duct. The same procedure as for the precompression region
is then applied and the flow properties at the fan face are known.
At the fan face, a Coles profile is assumed for the boundary layer (see Appendix
B for more details on the Coles profile). This gives the boundary layer thickness 6
and thus the mass flow of the inviscid part of the flow Thinviscid. The corrected flow
of the inviscid stream is defined as:
ST/invisci TTref (4.6)
corrected =4Pt.6Pef
In equation (4.6) Tt, is the stagnation temperature and ptf the stagnation pressure
of the inviscid part of the flow at the fan face. The stagnation pressure pt, and
temperature Td of the inviscid part of the flow are then calculated from the fan
characteristic. The properties of the boundary layer are assumed unchanged across
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the fan, in other words, the thicknesses of the boundary layers normalized by the duct
area are unchanged,
[6*), Od] /Ad = [6., O] /Af. (4.7)
From Td, Pd*, 5* and Ad, the velocity nd can be known. The same procedure as for
the inlet is then applied from station d to station e. The area Ae is changed to achieve
a choked nozzle.
The flow expansion between stations e and j is calculated using Squire equation
(Schlichting [34]):
i = Oe " .(4.8)
The net thrust is:
TN = h(uj - uo) - pju ((9botto))
The mass flow is changed until the required net thrust is achieved.
The stagnation temperature is assumed uniform across the boundary layer, so the
fan power is:
P = rhcP(Tt - Ttu). (4.10)
4.1.4 Power for uniform flow
For podded engines, the same procedure can be applied from station i (inlet) to
station j (Trefftz Plane). There is no friction in the precompression region so a one-
dimensional analysis can be used to determine the flow at the inlet. The parameters
of Section 4.1.1 are unchanged except for the inlet to fan face area ratio Ai/Af which
is set equal to one for a podded inlet (constant area inlet duct), the inlet length to
fan diameter ratio L1/Df, and the exhaust length to fan face diameter ratio L2 /Df
which are both taken to be 1. This gives an engine length of two fan diameters, in
contrast to seven for the embedded case.
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4.1.5 Results
Power saving coefficient
The power saving coefficient as a function of levels of boundary layer ingestion is
shown in Figure 4-44. The abscissa is the ratio of the ingested drag to the bare
4
--- Parallel Compressor
3- Boundary layer description
0- -
-10 2 4 6 8 10DW/DA (%)
Figure 4-4: Power saving coefficiency vs. ingested drag for compressible flow in a
ducted fan with BLI
The red dotted line corresponds to the PSC for the compressible parallel compressor
model, the blue plain line to the PSC for the integral boundary layer description.
airframe drag and the ordinate is the per cent power saving compared to the podded
inlet. The same fan characteristic as for the parallel compressor model (Section 3.3)
was used. The curve obtained using the parallel compressor model is also shown
for comparison. As with the parallel compressor model the PSC is positive, which
means BLI is beneficial, and increases with BLI. There are 3.3% power savings when
ingesting 10% airframe drag.
4The curve does not go to zero when D,/DA goes to zero, because it approaches the ratio between
the power required for flow with thin boundary layers in a long (7 fan diameters) diverging ducted
fan (embedded engine without BLI), and the power required for flow with thin boundary layers in
a short (two fan diameters) constant area ducted fan (podded engines without BLI). This ratio is
negative
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Evolution of the boundary layer in the duct
The evolution of the boundary layer displacement thickness is shown in Figure 4-5.
3* increases in the precompression zone and in the inlet because there is an adverse
pressure gradient (diverging duct). Downstream of the fan J* decreases slightly in
the straight duct and more in the nozzle. According to Drela [16], the reason for the
1.5
1
0.5
0
Precompression zone Inlet Fan Exhaust
- -
1 2 3 4 5
x/ Af
Figure 4-5: Evolution of the boundary layer displacement thickness in the ducted fan
The red line represents the "thick" boundary layer, the green line the "thin" boundary
layer, the black plain line represents the duct, and the black dotted line represents
.5the streamtube in the precompression region
decrease of the boundary layer displacement thickness downstream of the fan is the
following. The boundary layer is close to separation upstream of the fan. When the
flow undergoes a less adverse pressure gradient as it is the case downstream of the fan
(straight duct of constant area), the inviscid flow tends to "fill in" the boundary layer,
as shown in Figure 4-6, and the boundary layer displacement thickness decreases.
Wall shear stress, however, implies that the momentum thickness must increase, as
the first equation (C.11) of the integral boundary layer equations shows:
dO Cf 2 duE
dx 2  (H+2- ME) (C.11)
5Af is an area per unit depth in the integral model, so x/Af and y/Af are non-dimensional
quantities
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gradient the inviscid flow
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Figure 4-6: Explanation of the decrease of the boundary layer displacement thickness
downstream of the fan
The displacement thickness depends not only on wall shear stress, but also on the
dissipation coefficient and the energy factor.
Losses
The metric for duct losses is entropy generation.
work (Greitzer et. al. [20]),
StotalTrhAs M = -R f In
For adiabatic flows with no shaft
(R2 )dnh.(\Pii (4.11)
In equation (4.11) IsM is the difference of mass average entropy between two locations
1 and 2 in the duct; 5total is the total entropy generation between the two locations.
The boundary layer is approximated as a Coles profile and the stagnation pressure
at a location y in the boundary layer is:
TO
Pt (Y) = Pf T (
too -2cp
(4.12)
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The entropy generation is increased by a factor of 5.7 from no boundary layer ingestion
to 10% ingested drag.
For the ducted fan without BLI the integral boundary layer formulation is within
6% of the simple estimate given by Denton [8]. This is seen in Figure 4-7 which gives
a comparison of the calculated entropy production with the Denton formula [8]:
L
L 3
Stotal = j CD P EE dx, (4.13)
0
where PE, UE, TE are the edge density, velocity and static temperature, CD is the
dissipation coefficient, and L is the length of the duct. The difference between the
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Figure 4-7: Comparison of obtained Figure 4-8: Denton estimate of entropy
duct losses Stotal with Denton estimate generation in the inlet
Denton estimate and the integral boundary layer formulation increases with BLI and
is roughly 24% at 10% ingested drag. The difference can be explained by the approx-
imations made in calculating the losses using the integral boundary layer model. A
Coles profile was assumed for the boundary layer to calculate the losses using equa-
tion (4.11). However, after going through an adverse pressure gradient in the inlet,
the boundary layer at the fan face is close to separation, and a Coles profile is not
a good approximation'. The Denton estimate seems therefore a better estimate for
6 The "jump" in the curve from 0% to 1% ingested drag comes from the fact that the limiting
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losses. Figure 4-8' shows the Denton estimate. The entropy generation is multiplied
by roughly 5 from no boundary layer ingestion to 10% ingested drag, partly because
of the increase in edge velocity with BLI, but mostly because of the increase in duct
length. The losses increase with BLI, but do not change the trends of the power
saving coefficient.
Inlet performance is typically measured through a pressure recovery defined as:
-M
-M fa (4.14)
Ptinlet
In equation (4.14) p-M is the mass average stagnation pressure. To calculate the
average stagnation pressure, a Coles profile (see in Appendix B) is assumed. The
mass average stagnation pressure is:
p- [p (1 + ( PEUdy+PtEPEUE(A - )1 (4.15)
mh 2 7 R (T E
where PE, UE PtE, TtE are the edge density, velocity, stagnation pressure and tem-
perature, and p is the static pressure. The pressure recovery does not depend much
on the ingested drag. The decrease in inlet pressure recovery between 1% and 10%
BLI is roughly 0.25%.
Blockage
A blockage factor B can be defined as the ratio of the blocked area AB to the duct
area A (Johnston [24]). The blocked area is:
A
AB dA =6* (4.16)
1k. PEUE/
0
situation is a long embedded engine without BLI (thin boundary layers that develop upstream of
the engine). This produces more losses than the podded case
7Again, the jump is due to the trend of the model as DW/DA goes towards zero. The length and
thus the Denton estimate for the losses is larger for the limit of the model as DW/DA goes to zero
(embedded engine without BLI) than for the baseline (podded engine without BLI)
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where PE and UE are the edge density and velocity. The blockage factor is therefore:
AB 0*
A A' (4.17)
The blockage depends much more strongly on the ingested drag than the loss. Block-
age at the fan face is increased by more than 100 from no BLI to 10% BLI. This is
explained by analyzing the dependence of the losses and the blockage on the bound-
ary layer thickness. Equation (4.17) shows that the blockage is directly proportional
to P*. However the losses scale as:
L L
{JCDPEUE dJ CDPE 3 dx - CD 3L 1+j TE TE \PE(A - 6) E pEA3A
0 0
(4.18)
Thus the largest term in the expression for losses is the constant, so there is less
dependence on boundary layer properties.
4.2 Effect of precompression zone characteristics
The effect of assumptions concerning the precompression zone is now examined.
Figure 4-9 shows the power saving coefficient vs. ingested drag to airframe drag
0
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Figure 4-9: Comparison of the PSC
(black dotted line) area variation in
for an exponential (blue plain line) and a linear
the precompression region
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8 10
ratio for a linear and an exponential variation of the precompression zone area. The
difference between the two curves is roughly 0.1%.
4.3 Effect of fan losses
The fan was assumed lossless so far. A non-ideal fan is now examined. The same
efficiency and pressure ratio vs. corrected mass flow as for the parallel compressor
model are chosen (Section 3.3). The power saving coefficient is shown in Figure 4-10
along with the results obtained for an ideal fan using the integral model. The figure
shows more power is required with losses, because the operating point goes towards
lower efficiencies, but the trend of the power saving coefficient remains the same.
Figure 4-11 shows the difference between the power saving coefficient obtained with
the compressible parallel model and the integral boundary layer description. Fan
losses decrease the power saving coefficient, but don't change the trend of the power
saving coefficient.
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Figure 4-10: Power saving coeffi-
cient vs. ingested drag for ideal
and non-ideal fans
Figure 4-11: Power saving coeffi-
cient vs. ingested drag for a non-
ideal fan using different models
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4.4 Effect of fan - boundary layer interaction
The effect of the boundary layer change across the fan is now modeled parametrically.
Figure 4-12 shows the effect of boundary layer ingestion assuming that the displace-
ment and momentum thicknesses in the boundary layer at fan exit are related to
those at fan inlet by a constant k,
[6*, Old/Ad = k[6*, O]u/A, (4.19)
with the shape factor, H, kept constant. The values of k have been varied from 0.5
to 2.
8.
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Figure 4-12: Sensitivity of the power saving coefficient to the change in both boundary
layers across the fan: [6(*, Od/Ad = k[6*, O]u/Af
The effect of boundary layer ingestion on the power saving coefficient changes
from positive to negative as k varies. The physical reason for this is associated with
the overall (duct average) blockage, which is larger as k increases so the pressure
downstream of the fan drops. The fan thus has to put more work into the stream
to get the required net thrust. Figures 4-13 and 4-14 give the effect of the "thin"
boundary layer and the "thick" boundary layer change across the duct respectively,
keeping the other boundary layer's thicknesses unchanged across the fan. The figures
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show the contribution of the "thin" boundary layer is small and almost all of the
difference in power saving coefficient is due to the "thick" boundary layer.
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Figure 4-13: Sensitivity of the power
saving coefficient to the change in
"thin" boundary layer across the fan:
[6* ,] d/Ad = kt [6*, O]u/Af
Figure 4-14: Sensitivity of the power
saving coefficient to the change in
"thick" boundary layer across the fan:
[6*) O]d/Ad = kb[6*,]u/Af
4.5 Conclusions on the integral boundary layer mod-
els
The integral model is useful for several reasons. First it shows the same trends for the
power saving coefficient as the parallel compressor models. Second it demonstrates
that inlet pressure recovery is not decreased with BLI, and, although the losses in-
crease with BLI, they do not change the trend of the power saving coefficient. Third
it shows the importance of the downstream blockage, e.g. the recovery factor, in
setting the performance of the propulsion system with BLI. If the distortion is not
attenuated enough across the fan, BLI is not beneficial.
8The calculations could not be carried out for high level of ingested drag and k equal to 1.5 or 2.
The reason is that, in the case of k > 1, the mass flow increases with BLI and the prescribed inlet
area is too small to pass all the flow
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Based on these arguments, the key task appears to be to estimate the overall
duct blockage for the essentially inviscid behavior of the fan and the "thick" bound-
ary layer. The blockage is basically the distortion transfer across the fan. To ad-
dress this for the type of distortions of interest (both circumferential and radial) a
three-dimensional model is needed. These 3-D calculations are discussed in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 5
3-D fan distortion transfer
calculations
Three-dimensional compressible calculations of the flow in a ducted fan are discussed
in this chapter. The purpose is to include a higher fidelity calculation of the distor-
tion transfer across the fan in the estimate of power saving coefficient as a function
of boundary layer ingestion. The assumption is that the distortions of interest have
length scales large to blade spacing and that the flow does not have to be resolved on
the scale of a blade passage, so a body force analysis can be employed.
5.1 Computational model
The computational model used was developed by Gong [18] to compute the response
of a multistage compressor to three-dimensional non-linear disturbances associated
with instability and inlet distortions. The compression system is represented by a
duct, blade rows, and a throttle. The flow in the duct is calculated by solving the
3-D unsteady inviscid Euler equations for mass, momentum and energy. For the flow
in the blades the key idea is to model the effect of a blade row by a body force
field. As mentioned above, the concept is to ignore the detailed flow structure in each
individual blade passage, but to capture the flow redistribution between blade rows
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and in each blade properly. The body force field reproduces the required pressure rise
and flow turning and responds to steady and unsteady disturbances. The body forces
are calculated from the blade inlet and exit metal angles and the flow local properties
(more detail can be found in Gong [18]). Losses and deviation are added from a
standard reference [27]. The exit condition is uniform static pressure downstream of
the throttle.
The code requires the geometry of the duct and of the hub, the leading edge and
trailing edge blade metal angles of the rotor and the stator, the number of blades, the
rotational velocity, and a stagnation temperature and pressure profile at the entry of
the computational domain.
5.2 Methodology for 3-D distortion transfer calcu-
lations
For the three-dimensional problem, a number of modeling questions must be ad-
dressed:
" what is an appropriate way to describe an inlet flow that goes from a semi-
circular area to a circular area?
* what is the axial extent of the fan influence zone?
* how do we account for the hub geometry?
" does the core stream need to be modeled?
* how do we include the choked nozzle?
* how do we calculate the external expansion downstream of the nozzle?
5.2.1 Inlet flow
The first issue arises with modeling the inlet stagnation pressure profile. The S-duct
area goes from semi-circular at the inlet to circular at the fan face. Gong's code
only allows a circular duct area. The computational domain thus starts at a location
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upstream of the fan where the duct is circular. For the region upstream of this, inlet
calculations of Madani [30] for different levels of boundary layer ingestion are used.
These calculations were done using a 3-D viscous CFD code and the inlet geometry is
based on a NASA design. Hence the present calculations capture the duct curvature,
the inlet losses, and the boundary layer change from the precompression zone to the
circular fan face.
5.2.2 Fan
The region in which the upstream and downstream influence of the fan (upstream
and downstream static pressure non-uniformity) exists is of the order of a diameter
upstream and downstream. To be conservative a length two diameters upstream and
downstream was chosen for the domain of the body force calculation.
5.2.3 Hub
Gong's code is based on a geometry with a hub. The radius of the hub was set at
0.08 of the casing radius upstream of the fan, the hub area is thus less than 1% of
the fan face area.
5.2.4 Core stream
In the actual design, part of the flow is taken through the core engine between the
rotor and the stator of the fan as sketched in Figure 5-1. It is not possible to represent
the core stream in Gong's computation, and the hub is modeled as the streamline of
the flow that splits the core and bypass streams.
5.2.5 Exhaust and jet expansion
The last issue concerns the flow downstream of the fan. The flow exits through a
choked nozzle and expands to freestream static pressure downstream of the nozzle.
The pressure becomes uniform at a location referred as the Trefftz Plane. The nozzle
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Suction of the core flow
Stator
Figure 5-1: Engine schematic showing the suction of the core flow between the rotor
and the stator, adapted from de la Rosa Blanco [7]
area is not known a priori for flow with inlet distortion, and the code does not capture
external flow, but the momentum flux at the Trefftz Plane must be known to calculate
the produced net thrust.
In the approach followed (see Figure 5-2), an ideal nozzle (no losses) is assumed in
which "each streamtube expands independently without interaction with the rest of
the flow down to atmospheric pressure" p, [6]. With this assumption the net thrust
is (Cumpsty and Horlock [6]):
TN 2ep t -- Um0 drh. (5.1)
5.2.6 Summary of the procedure [Refer to Figure 5-2]
The computational domain extends two fan diameters upstream and two fan diam-
eters downstream of the fan to cover the zone of influence of the fan. It includes a
hub. The core stream is neglected. The stagnation pressure profile at the entry of
the domain comes from 3-D viscous calculations of the flow with inlet distortion in
an S-duct. Duct, fan and hub designs were provided by Crichton [3]1.
'The fan design and inlet calculations are, in contrast to Chapters 3 and 4, for the second design
of the Silent Aircraft's engine, GRANTA 3201
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totor
A 3-D inviscid calculation is done to estimate the flow in the computational domain
using Gong's body force code. The net thrust is then calculated using equation (5.1).
The fan power corresponding to this thrust is:
P = c, (T - Tt.) drh. (5.2)
This model is of higher fidelity than the parallel compressor and integral models,
not only because it is based on three-dimensional calculations, but also because it
now captures inlet losses and duct curvature.
Semi-circular
inlet opening
Expansion
2 Df P 2 Df ,
3-D viscous calculation
(Madani's results)
3-D fan distortion transfer
(Gong's code)
Expansion through
ideal nozzle
Figure 5-2: Sketch of the calculation procedure for the propulsion system
5.3 Discussion of the results
5.3.1 Fidelity of the model
The fidelity of the body force calculation was assessed by comparison with the 3-D
results of Crichton [3]. Crichton designed a fan assuming a uniform incoming flow
of stagnation pressure 0.96 times the freestream stagnation pressure (to account for
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inlet losses and BLI). Calculations were carried out for the same conditions using the
body force model with deviation and losses adjusted to obtain the same pressure ratio
at the design point. The radial variation of the blade and flow exit angles from the
rotor at design point is displayed in Figure 5-32
1
0.9 -
0.8
0.7
0.6.
0.5
0.4 ' ' - Blade exit angle
Flow exit angle (Crichton)
0.3- 
--- Flow exit angle (body force)
-50 0 50 100
angle (deg)
Figure 5-3: Comparison of blade and flow exit angles for body force analysis and for
results of Crichton 3
1.1 ,1.02
- Crichton (preliminary)
- Body force analysis 1 .
1.05-
c= c 0.98-
100.96-
0.95. . 0.94-
0.92 - Crichton (preliminary)
0.9 -Body force analysis
-10.87
0.7 0.8 .7 0.8 1 1.1 1.2
design design
(a) Fan pressure ratio (b) Efficiency
Figure 5-4: Fan characteristic for uniform flow vs. fan face Mach number3
2The blade metal angles are input in the body force approach so they are identical to those found
by Crichton. The flow exit angle does not continue to the hub with the body force approach because
the core stream is not modeled
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It was not possible to match exactly the deviation at the hub and in the tip
clearance. The pressure ratio vs. fan face Mach number is shown in Figure 5-4(a).
The choking fan face Mach numbers are different by 13%. Based on one-dimensional
flow, this corresponds to a difference of choking area of 6%. Since choking occurs in
the rotor blades, and neither blade thickness nor boundary layers on the blades and
the duct are modeled in the body force approach, this seems a reasonable difference
attributable to blockage. The efficiency, shown in Figure 5-4(b), is lower than that
obtained by Crichton because the body force analysis accounts for losses in the stator,
whereas Crichton's calculations were for rotor only.
5.3.2 Fan characteristic for uniform flow
The thrust and fan power calculated using the body force approach is done first for a
ducted fan with uniform incoming flow at freestream stagnation pressure as a baseline.
The fan characteristic obtained and the design point are shown in Figure 5-5. The
design point is set at the same fraction of fan face choking Mach number obtained by
Crichton. The thrust and power, calculated using the method described in Section
5.2, will be used to define the power saving coefficient.
1.6
1.55 -
1.5 -
r.| 1.45 --
1.4-
1.35-
1.8.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8
Mf
Figure 5-5: Fan characteristic for a ducted fan with uniform flow along with the
design point
The x-axis is the fan face Mach number. The y-axis is the pressure ratio
3Crichton's results should be regarded as preliminary as the design is still evolving
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5.3.3 Fan face distortion profiles
Five levels of boundary layer ingestion D,/DA were investigated, 4.5%, 9.0%, 14.8%,
20.2%, and 26.5%. Distortion profiles two diameters upstream of the fan for these dif-
ferent levels of BLI were provided by Madani [30], who carried out three-dimensional
viscous calculations of the flow in a curved inlet for different boundary layer thickness
to inlet height ratio 6/H.
The values of 6/H are given from the following considerations. The Mach number
at the start of the precompression region is MO = 0.92 based on 3-D inviscid calcu-
lations over the airframe (Sargent [33]). A one-seventh power profile is assumed for
the inlet boundary layer. The equation for ingested drag,
DW = pu 20b (.U) Havg (2.17)
gives 0. b is assumed to be one inlet diameter (2H). For a one-seventh power profile,
P* 00.125 and - = 0.0972. (5.3)6 6
The levels of boundary layer ingestion examined thus correspond to boundary layer
thickness to inlet height ratios of 10%, 20%, 33%, 45%, and 59%.
The distortion profile two diameters upstream of the fan for D/DA = 14.8% is
shown in Figure 5-6. This corresponds to the level of BLI expected for the current
version of the Silent Aircraft. The region of low stagnation pressure presented to the
fan varies both circumferentially and radially.
5.3.4 Power saving coefficient (PSC)
The power saving coefficient is shown in Figure 5-7. The power saving coefficient
(PSC) is positive and increases with BLI. 2.9% power savings are obtained for 14.8%
ingested drag. The calculated PSC does not go to zero when Dw/DA goes to zero,
because it goes to the ratio of the power required for a ducted fan with thin boundary
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Figure 5-6: Stagnation pressure profile pt/pt. at two diameters upstream of the fan
for 14.8% of ingested drag (calculation of Madani [30])
layers in an S-duct (embedded engine without BLI) to the power required for uniform
flow in a straight lossless duct (podded engine without BLI and without losses) 4. This
ratio is negative. To account for losses in the podded case, a simple one-dimensional
estimate of the difference in power due to (thin) boundary layers in a podded engine
was carried out. This amounts to a comparison between the power for uniform flow,
and an integral boundary layer calculation of the power for uniform flow with thin
boundary layers. The power saving coefficient corrected using these two values is
shown as the red dashed line in Figure 5-7. The corrected estimate for the power
saving coefficient for 14.8% ingested drag is 3.8%.
The estimates of the parallel compressor and integral boundary layer approaches
give a PSC with the same trend as the 3-D calculations, although the former are more
optimistic.
The changes in fan characteristic (pressure ratio vs. fan face mass average Mach
number) and operating point are shown in Figure 5-8. The curves collapse for different
levels of BLI.
4This is because the baseline for the power saving coefficient is uniform inviscid flow at freestream
stagnation pressure in a ducted fan as described in Section 5.3.2
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Figure 5-7: Power saving coefficient vs. ratio of ingested drag to airframe drag
The baseline for the blue plain line is podded engines without duct losses. The
baseline for the red dashed line is podded engines with duct losses
1
1
7 0.8
Figure 5-8: Fan characteristic for different levels of boundary layer ingestion
The x-axis is the fan face mass average Mach number. The y-axis is the fan pressure
ratio
5.3.5 Distortion transfer across the fan
Figures 5-9(a) and 5-9(b) show the stagnation pressure profile at the exit of the fan
and at two diameters downstream of the fan. The inlet distortion is that of Figure
5-6. The downstream region of low stagnation pressure does not correspond in a
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simple manner to that seen upstream.
and a uniform stream (as in Chapter 4)
A description in terms of a boundary layer
is thus not appropriate for the flow structure.
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(a) At the fan exit (b) Two diameters downstream
Figure 5-9: Stagnation pressure profiles pt/pt. for 14.8% of ingested drag
5.3.6 Static pressure
The static pressure at the fan exit is shown in Figure 5-10(b). It is not uniform as
was assumed in the parallel compressor model (Chapter 3). The static pressure is not
uniform at the fan face, as can be seen in Figure 5-10(a).
5.4 Conclusions on the 3-D calculations
Three-dimensional calculations of the inviscid flow in a ducted fan with inlet distortion
were carried out using a body force model. They show the approximations done for
the parallel compressor and integral models are not valid in terms of flow structure.
The flow downstream of the fan does not correspond to a boundary layer and an
inviscid stream, and the static pressure is not uniform across the duct. However, the
3-D calculations demonstrate the same trend for the power saving coefficient, and
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(b) At the fan exit
Figure 5-10: Static pressure profiles (p - p.) / 0.5p.U 2 for 14.8% of ingested drag
U is the fan tip speed.
show that several percent power savings are achievable provided enough boundary
layer is ingested.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1 Summary and conclusions
1. This thesis provides a first-of-a-kind assessment of the aerodynamic performance
of a propulsion system with boundary layer ingestion (BLI) including a descrip-
tion of turbomachinery (i.e., fan) operation in non-uniform flow. The figure of
merit for the embedded engine configuration investigated was the power sav-
ing coefficient (the difference between required fan power as a function of the
amount of boundary layer ingested) for a given airframe drag, fan diameter,
and flight conditions.
2. To examine the modeling requirements for the propulsion systems of interest,
the assessment also included comparison of models of three different degrees of
fidelity: a one-dimensional parallel compressor approach, an integral boundary
layer type of analysis, and a fully three-dimensional body force model of the
non-uniform flow into the fan. The last of these is able to capture the fan
response to the type of combined circumferential and radial distortion typically
associated with BLI and to provide insight into the flow field structure resulting
from the distortion.
3. For the estimated level of BLI in an aircraft design under consideration for the
Silent Aircraft Initiative, the most detailed calculations carried out gave a power
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saving between 3 and 4%.
4. For the types of boundary layer ingestion investigated the principal feature
required to estimate the power saving was found to be the distortion trans-
fer across the fan, i.e. the (largely inviscid) attenuation of the non-uniform
stagnation pressure presented to the fan. The level of non-uniformity in the
duct downstream of the fan is a major aspect of determining the necessary fan
pressure rise and the thrust, and thus fan power needed.
5. The quantitative results for power saving coefficient differed by 10-40% between
the different models. However all the approaches gave the same qualitative
trends, namely that several percent in fuel burn was provided by the use of
BLI.
6. With embedded engines, in contrast to podded engines without boundary layer
ingestion, calculations of thrust and drag involve the characteristics of both the
engine and the airframe. New definitions of thrust and drag were thus developed
to account for the highly integrated configurations of airframes and propulsion
systems of interest.
6.2 Future work
Possible future work includes investigating the sensitivity of the power saving coeffi-
cient to the changes in design parameters such as fan area, fan characteristic (and fan
rotational speed), flight velocity, and velocity and boundary layer properties at the
start of the precompression zone. 3-D distortion transfer calculations should also be
done with blade thicknesses and blockage in the rotor. Another possible enhancement
of the 3-D model is to include the core stream to assess in more detail the effect of
BLI on the core thermal efficiency. Finally, although not adressed in this thesis, the
impact of distortion on fan operability, aeromechanical response, and noise should be
assessed.
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Appendix A
A treatment of BLI in terms of
energy and propulsive efficiency
The origin of the benefits due to boundary layer ingestion is usefully described from
the ground reference frame, following Douglass [9]1. The unsteadiness of the flow
in the ground reference frame precludes the use of the steady flow energy equation,
and the first law of thermodynamics is thus applied to a unit mass, as explained in
Kiichemann [25]. If the mass goes from state 1 to state 2, its change in total energy
must be equal to the heat received minus the shaft work done minus the work done
by the movement of the system on the surroundings (the p dV work). The work per
unit mass done by the flow on the constant pressure surroundings is,
w= . (A.1)
p
The first law is thus written:
A e+-+- = q-wshaft, (A.2)
where q is the heat per unit mass received by the flow, and Whaft the work done by
the flow on its surroundings other than pressure work. Equation A.2 can be written
'The induced drag will be neglected for this analysis
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as:
A (C, + ) = q - Wshaft. (A.3)
A.1 Conservation of energy for podded engines
For an aircraft with podded engines, the energy given by the engine to the flow must
be seen downstream of the aircraft. The flow far downstream consists of two parts:
the wake due to the airframe and the jet due to the engine. Consider a unit mass
m of air that is intially at rest (state 1), goes around the airframe, and forms the
wake downstream of the airframe when returned at freestream static pressure (state
2). The first law can be applied to to this mass from state 1 to state 2 with heat
transfer neglected. The change in stagnation enthalpy is,
Ahtk A (cT +c - T + (. - )2 (A.4)
In equation (A.4) Tw and uw are the static temperature and relative velocity (velocity
in the aircraft reference frame) in the wake. Equation (A.2) shows this change in
stagnation enthalpy is the energy per unit mass given to the flow denoted as Ewake.
The energy in the wake consists of two parts, the kinetic energy of the wake, and the
so-called "enthalpy wake" (Douglass [9]). T can be found by considering the steady
flow energy equation in the aircraft frame of reference. In that frame the stagnation
temperature in the airframe wake can be considered as constant and equal to the
freestream stagnation temperature. Thus,
Tt,.,aircraft = TOO T, aircaft = T + U . (A.5)2c, 2c,
Combining equations (A.4) and (A.5) yields:
Ewake = ( _+ (A.6)
2 2 2
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Rearranging equation (A.6) gives the energy per unit mass required for flight to
sustain the airframe drag per unit mass DA,
Ewake - (Uoo - = DAUoo = (Ui - Uoo) Uoo = Euseful. (A.7)
The first law is now applied to a unit mass m that goes through the engine from
rest to downstream of the aircraft when returned at freestream static pressure. The
change in stagnation enthalpy per unit mass of the flow is,
Aht, = c,(T - Too) + (U 2 , (A.8)2
where u. is the relative jet velocity (velocity in the aircraft reference frame) and T
is the static temperature in the jet. The change in stagnation enthalpy of the flow is
equal to the energy given by the aircraft to the jet Ejet.
The total energy per unit mass added to the flow, as seen in the ground fixed
system, is thus:
Eadded = Ewake + Eet, (A.9)
DAUoo + (Uj _ Uc) 2 + c,(T - Too), (A.10)2
(u - -u)
= (u -uno)uoc+ 2 +±c,(T - Too), (A.11)
2
Equation (A. 12) describes the energy produced by the engine as seen in the moving
frame of reference. The first term is available mechanical energy while the second
term (heat) is, in this situation, non-recoverable energy.
The lost energy per unit mass (energy not used in propelling the fluid) is equal to
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the added energy minus the useful energy:
Ei8st - Eadded - Euse5f=l Ewake + Eet - Euse5ui = Eet = 2 + c (T - TOO).2
(A.13)
The lost energy is therefore the kinetic energy left in the jet plus the enthalpy wake
energy. The latter is not recoverable but the kinetic energy is still available to the
system.
Propulsive efficiency
The author has been unable to find a universally accepted definition of the propul-
sive efficiency. Three different definitions are given here for comparison. Table A.1
summarizes the notations of the three authors. Kiichemann [25] defines the overall
propulsive efficiency as the ratio of the propulsive work per unit weight to the energy
input per unit weight:
Tu= _ (A.14)
In equation (A. 14) T is the propulsive force per unit weight, q is the heat received per
unit weight, and CD is the work done per unit weight. This efficiency is the product of
the mechanical jet efficiency, defined as the ratio of the propulsive work to the added
kinetic energy per unit weight Aek,
Tu, (A.15)
Aek
and of the kinetic efficiency,
r/k Aek (A.16)q + wv
Smith [36] defines the propulsive power as the increase in axial kinetic energy
times the mass flow:
P, = r e a. (A. 17)2 2
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Smith's propulsive efficiency is:
uooT
Tp =p.
P,
(A.18)
He also defines an efficiency relating the propulsive power P, to the actual shaft power
P:
_P
TIKE - --P
(A.19)
He finally defines an overall propulsor efficiency as:
= = P ?7pTIKE. (A.20)
Cumpsty [5] defines the propulsive efficiency as the ratio of the thrust power to
the power to the jet,
UOOTN UOoTN
- e ThAKE jrhe( - uo)'
where TN is the net thrust, de is the engine mas flow and AKE is the increase in
axial kinetic energy of the jet. He defines the thermal efficiency as the ratio of the
power to jet to the thermal power from fuel:
rhAKE
7/th = .
r5 LCV
(A.22)
In equation (A.22) Thf is the fuel mass flow and LCV is the low calorific value of
fuel. The overall efficiency is defined by Cumpsty as the product of the thermal and
propulsive efficiencies,
7) = 77thr7l. (A.23)
In this thesis, the propulsive efficiency is defined as the ratio of thrust power
to mechanical power, or power available, and is, in the case of podded engines, the
well-known Froude efficiency (Kiichemann [25]):
71 =e (""!" - .U2 I' - 2no .
=eKEade ?(ud -- 2, - o + U
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(A.24)
The propulsive efficiency in equation (A.24) measures how efficient the aircraft is in
converting available power (T'reKEadded) into useful power (DAU.). It is a measure
of the lost available energy, e.g. the kinetic energy left in the jet per unit time:
1 - , = 2 (A.25)
rheKEadded
The overall efficiency is defined as:
Pu'''u. (A.26)
Padded
In the case of a ducted fan, the added power Padded is the power absorbed by the fan,
so the overall efficiency defined as in equation (A.26) is similar to Smith's definition
of the overall propulsor efficiency.
A.2 Conservation of energy for embedded engines
with BLI
Consider now that 100% of the boundary layer is ingested. Following the same method
as for podded engines (equations (A.4)-(A.7)), the energy per unit mass added to the
flow to go from rest (state 1) to the wake at freestream static pressure (state 2) is:
Ewake =0 2  - = (uoo - = Euseful. (A.27)
Then the energy per unit mass added by the engine to this mass from wake (state 2)
to jet (state 3) is:
Eengine = c T. + (uj - Uc) 2  cT- (u - . (A.28)PJ 2 2
There is no kinetic energy left in the jet, so uj = uo. Using equation (A.5) yields,
Eengine = cp(T - To) - (Uoo - uw)ueO. (A.29)
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Rearranging equation (A.28) gives,
Eengine = c,(T - Tw) - (u" - . (A.30)2
The first term is the energy given by the engine (positive term). The second term is
the kinetic energy of the wake used by the engine to provide thrust (negative term).
Combining equations (A.28) and (A.27), the energy added to a unit mass by the
aircraft from rest to downstream of the aircraft at freestream static pressure is:
Eadded = Cp(T - Too) = C(T - Tw) + *- . (A.31)
The energy added to the flow is the "enthalpy wake" energy left behind the aircraft.
The second expression for the added energy is exactly the energy added by the engine
to the flow from the aircraft frame of reference. The difference between the added
energy and the useful energy is therefore:
(U) - UW )2
Eadded - Euseful = c,(T - Tw) 2 . (A.32)
Boundary layer ingestion is beneficial because the engine uses the kinetic energy of
the wake. Another way of stating this is that BLI reduces the kinetic energy left in
the jet.
Propulsive efficiency
Using the same definition as for podded engines, the propulsive efficiency is,
= Puseful -Tile(uoo -UW)uOO 2un* (A.33)
rileKEadded ,je - _ ~ +u,,
Equation (A.33) shows r, is always greater than 1 and the maximum attainable value
is 2, because some of the useful work is used to provide thrust.
The overall efficiency is defined as in equation (A.26).
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Table A.1: Summary of the different definitions of propulsive efficiencies
Kiichemann
Input Work and heat
q+ 11>
4
Mechanical energy
Aek
4
Useful E Propulsive work
Tux
Kinetic efficiency r/k
Jet efficiency r/g
Overall propulsive efficiency
r7p = 1fi77k
Shaft power
P
4
Propulsive power
P = rheAKE
4
Useful P Thrust power
uOT
Input Thermal energy
rhfLCV
4
Power to jet
rheAKE
4
Useful P Thrust power
UOOTN
Kinetic efficiency r/KE
Propulsive efficiency T;
Thermal efficiency rTM
Propulsive efficiency r7
Overall propulsor efficiency
ri = rprKE
Overall efficiency
r/ = 77p Yth
100
Smith
Input
Cumpsty
Appendix B
Coles profile
A useful description of a turbulent boundary layer is the "Coles" profile [13]. The
velocity u in a two-dimensional boundary layer is given as a function of the height
in the duct y, the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer UE, the boundary layer
thickness 6 and a non-dimensional parameter U8 . The relation between u and y is:
= U. + (1 - Us) 1 1
- cos
2 ( ~ (B.1)
The actual profile and the Coles profile are sketched in Figure B-1. The upper part of
y
14
Us 1
U
Ut
Figure B-1: Coles profile (dotted line)
boundary layer, taken from Drela [13]
and actual profile (plain line) for a turbulent
the boundary layer is well matched. The lower part is not and the no-slip condition is
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not captured. The assumption in using this is that it is more important to match the
upper parts of the boundary layers. This is certainly reasonable since the lower part
of the boundary layer does not contribute much to the momentum and the kinetic
energy of the boundary layer, which scale as u2 and u3 respectively.
From the Coles profile, the boundary layer displacement thickness is then:
8* 1 - U
2
(B.2)
The momentum thickness is:
O 1-Us
- 2 us
6 2
3
-- (1 - U8) 2 .8 (B.3)
(B.4)
The shape factor is:
H = -(1 - U).H 4
The Coles profile is used when the boundary layer integral thicknesses 6* and 0 are
known and an actual boundary layer is needed, for example to calculate an average
stagnation pressure. In that case, U, and 6 are calculated from Equations (B.2) and
(B.3).
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Appendix C
Integral boundary layer equations
Solving the integral boundary layer equations allows to calculate the interaction of the
boundary layer and the core flow in a quasi one-dimensional duct. These equations
are derived here following Drela [13]. The nomenclature used is shown in Figure C-1.
The momentum thickness 00 , the displacement thickness 60 and the inviscid velocity
uo are given at the inlet of the duct, the area A(x) and the length L of the duct are
also specified. The stagnation temperature and pressure are considered constant in
the inviscid part of the flow. The static pressure is assumed constant across the duct.
UE denotes the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer throughout Appendix C.
Y
AO
0
A(x)
L
u,()
6*(x)
()Y
K
Figure C-1: Nomenclature for the integral boundary layer equations for a duct of
length L and area A(x)
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C.1 Derivation of the equations
Equations for the boundary layer
The first two equations of the system come from the continuity and conservation of
momentum for the boundary layer. The core stream is assumed inviscid. Thus the
momentum equation for the core stream is:
duE _ 1 dPE
dx pE dx (C.1)
The conservation of mass and momentum for the boundary layer are:
Dpu Dpv
+x = 0
ax 'By '
Du Ou duE
Pu U + PV - PEUE dx09X ay dx
(C.2)
(C.3)OT- = 0.
ay
Integrating across the equations across the boundary layer as explained below gives
the system of equations (C.4)-(C.5).
[(U - UE) x (0.2) + (0.3)] dy ddx (pEuE6) = T- pEuE
6
* d
(C.4)
[(u2 _ u2) x (C.2) + 2u x (C.3)] dy d
~dx (pEu36*) = 2D - 2pEuE e d
(C.5)
In a dimensionless form, this system is:
dO
dx
dO*
dx
= 
- -(H +2 
-
2
2H**
=2CD- - (H*
0
0
- M) d,
ME E dx
_M ) 6* duE+3 UE dx
(C.6)
(C.7)
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Equation (C.6) is the Von-Karman intergral momentum equation. Equation (C.7) is
the integral kinetic energy equation. Equation (C.7) can be replaced by the following
equation by H*(C.7) - (C.6):
(C.8)0 dH* -2CD f +H 2H** ) duEH* dx H* 2 H* UE dx
Equation for the freestream
The global continuity equation for the duct is:
n
pPEA-U* (C-9)
Differentiating equation (C.9) with respect to x leads:
duE _ UE (d6* dA 1
dx A - 6* dx dx 1 -ME
(C.10)
System of equations
The system of integral boundary layer equations is thus:
= 
- (H + 22
2CD Cf +
H* 2
UE (d6
A-6* dx
0 duE
UE dx
H- -2H**) 0 duE
lH* uE dx'
dA 1
dx J1-Mi
Cf, CD, H* and H** are functions of ME, H and the momentum thickness Reynolds
number Re9 . These functions can be found empirically through turbulent closure
as explained in Appendix D. Thus the only unknown of the system is the vector
X = [6 P* uE - Given the initial conditions at xo = 0, the flow can be known for
0 < x < L.
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dO
dx
6 dH*
H* dx
duE
dx
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
C.2 Solution procedure: Newton's method
This ODE system of equations (C.11)-(C.13) can be solved using Newton's method.
The x-space is divided into N+1 points (Xk)osk<N such that the grid step is: dx
L/N. At station xo = 0, Xo = [Oo 60o uo] is known.
At each streamwise location Xk, Hk, Mk, Rek = , H, Hk*, CA, CDk and
there derivatives with respect to Xk can be calculated. To calculate Xk+l, the residual
of the system R must be zero:
R (Xk, Xk+1) = 0. (C.14)
Newton's method is used to solve this equation. This method is based on a first order
Taylor development of the equation. To first order,
R (Xk, y + 6y) = R (Xk, y) + R (Xk, y) 6y. (C.15)
B9y
A series Xk+1 can be created in the following way:
X"+ = X+ 1 + 6X", (C.16)
6X = - ( ) R" (C.17)
aXn+
where R" = R (Xk, Xn+ 1). This series will converge quadratically towards Xk+l.
Newton algorithm is stopped when the Newton step is less than c = 10-11.
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Appendix D
Turbulent boundary layer
coefficients
The coefficients for a compressible turbulent boundary layer were taken from Drela
[11]. They are assumed to be only dependent on the kinematic shape factor Hk
(defined below in equation D.2), the edge Mach number ME, and the momentum
thickness Reynolds number Reo defined as:
Reo= PEUEO (D.1)
AE
Hk is the kinematic shape factor, "which is defined with the density across the
boundary layer assumed constant" [11].
H - 0.290M(
Hk = .+.13~ (D.2)1 + 0.113ME2
The skin friction coefficient Cf is defined as:
C 1 2 (D.3)
iPEUE
where rF is the wall shear stress, PE and UE are the edge density and velocity. Cf is
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derived from Swafford,
0.3e-13 3 Hk -
FcCf = 1.7 4 +. 3 1H k + 1.1 X 104 tanh
log 10 ( F 1
In equation (D.4),
Fc = 1 + 0.2M .
The dissipation coefficient CD is defined as:
D
CD 3pEUE
(D.6)- 1 f r OUdy,
PEUE JY
0
and is derived from G-0 locus, assuming equilibrium flow,
2CD
H*
0.5Cf 
-(Hk
- 1) 1 +0.03 (1 1
Hk )3 (D.7)
The energy factor was derived by Drela from log-law and Coles turbulent profile.
He first defined H0 as follows:
400Ho = 3+ 
Reo
if Reo > 400,
(D.8)
else.
The kinematic energy factor is then:
1.5- A)
Reo
Ho - Hk \ 2
Ho-1 J
1.5
Hk + 0.5
0.007 log Re9
(Hk - HO ± iOg ee)
4
+ 1.5+ R
Reo
0.055)
Hk
4
+ 1.5+ e
Reo
if Hk< Ho,
else.
The energy factor is:
H* H + 0.028ME
1.0 + 0.014Mr
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(4-
H0)
0.875
- 1] (D.4)
(D.5)
H*= 2-
= (Hk - H) 2
(D.9)
(D.10)
The density thickness factor is:
( 0.0642(D1)H** = ( 0. 0.251) ME. (D.1)kHk - 0.8 /
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